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1

Abstract

63

The Greenland ice sheet (GrIS) is one of the largest glacial ice masses on Earth, second only to the

64

Antarctic ice sheet. The surface hydrology of the GrIS plays a crucial role on the surface energy and mass

65

balance budgets of the ice sheet as a whole. Surface water, known as supra-glacial water, is seasonally

66

found in the ablation zone and feeds the en-glacial and sub-glacial hydrological environments of the ice

67

sheet. The spatial distribution of surface streams is poorly understood and their temporal variability is (to

68

our knowledge) unknown. One of the reasons for the lack of knowledge on the temporal variability of

69

such streams is related to the historical unavailability of satellite data that could spatially resolve the

70

presence and associated properties of the streams. In recent years, however, multispectral commercia l

71

satellite data in the visible and infra-red bands have been made available to the scientific community.

72

These newly accessible data sets are provided at spatial resolutions on the order of 2 meters, allowing to

73

perform accurate spatial and temporal analysis of surface streams (and small lakes and ponds that cannot

74

be resolved with other sensors such as those on board MODIS or LANDSAT).

75

In this thesis, I report results concerning the intra- and inter-seasonal variability of surface streams

76

over a selected area on the west Greenland ice sheet. Using multispectral high-resolution imagery from

77

World View - 2 and Quickbird - 2 satellites applied to ArcGIS® software, surface streams were identified

78

through band math algorithms, threshold classifications, and morphological operations. I also provide

79

depth estimations and corresponding volume estimations for the surface water features identified. The

80

supra-glacial hydrology network over the study area was created both with and without lakes for each

81

month. The stream networks created during the melt season (at several different stages of melting) were

82

compared and discussed as well as the networks mapped between consecutive years for proximate dates.

83
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2

Background and Rationale

85

This paper has the intention to gain a better understanding of the surface hydrological processes

86

on Greenland. I have ventured to reveal new ideas of these processes in order to illustrate the important

87

implications of a dynamic glacial hydrological system. This system is expected to have a changing volume

88

of stored water present on the surface as a melt season progresses due to the evolution of the system as a

89

whole (L. C. Andrews et al., 2014). Incised meltwater channels and surface lakes and ponds that transport

90

water are part of the supra-glacial portion of the hydrology network. This surface water has received

91

attention concerning the volume transported on an annual basis, using numerical models such as MAR (E.

92

Hanna et al., 2005), but less attention concerning the change the network experiences. This network is

93

known, and has been seen, to change intra- seasonally and inter-seasonally, but the evolution of the

94

changes occurring are yet to be quantified. This rises the provoking question: How do the intra- and inter-

95

seasonal network changes affect the glacial hydrology system? My research question is,

96

How does the stored supra-glacial water volume change on the intra- and inter-seasonal time

97

scale in areas of high surface melt-water production on the Greenland ice sheet?

98

The hypothesis I suggest is the following:

99

The intra- and inter-seasonal evolution of Greenland’s supra-glacial hydrological system will

100

influence the surface water volume stored over time, and therefore, affect the surface mass balance of the

101

ice sheet.

102

As summarized in the work of (A. K. Rennermalm et al., 2013)… “It has long been known that

103

meltwater transport from the ice sheet surface to its margin occurs through a complex, poorly understood

104

system of supra-, en- and sub-glacial pathways consisting of crevasses, moulins, fractures, conduits and
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supra-glacial stream channels (A. G. Fountain and J. Walder, 1998), referred to as the cryo-hydrologic

106

system (CHS) (T. Phillips et al., 2010, 2013).”

107
108

This is the crux of the dilemma with the specific focus of this paper pertaining to the “…supra-glac ia l

109

stream channels of the cryo-hydrological system” opposed to the en- and sub-glacial pathways. In order

110

to assess the supra-glacial hydrology network via space

111

borne remote sensing means, I utilized Quickbird – 2

112

and Worldview – 2 satellites. These satellites were

113

chosen due to the higher multispectral resolution that

114

they offer in comparison to the satellites that are

115

currently

116

imagery, it is possible to resolve finer details in the

117

supra-glacial hydrology network which may reveal a

118

fuller understanding of how, where, and when the

119

network changes. The image to the right displays a good

120

example of what a supra-glacial stream looks like as

121

well as the surface of the ice sheet. The significance of

in

use.

Equipped

with

high-resolutio n

124

Figure 1: depicts the surface of the Greenland ice
identifying the supra-glacial network evolution is that sheet as seen from a helicopter in 2011. An incised
surface stream is seen flowing through the picture.
it may allow for more accurate surface mass balance Many shear and stress-related fractures are also
seen and are identified by the black lines. Photo
estimates due to the change in the network’s stored Credit: Dr. Marco Tedesco. (Polarseeds.org)

125

water volume at the surface. Moreover, understanding the intra- and inter-seasonal variability of the supra-

126

glacial hydrology network may unlock, or at least offer a glimpse of, a deeper comprehens ive

127

interpretation of glacial hydrology as a whole.

122
123
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3

Introduction

129

During summer, a beautifully complex and dynamic supra-glacial hydrological system develops and

130

evolves over the GrIS which is fed by runoff and meltwater generated through surface melting (T. Mote,

131

2007). The elements of this system consist of supra-glacial lakes and streams transporting large amounts

132

of water on the surface to the edge of the ice sheet as well as into the en- and sub-glacial hydrologica l

133

networks comprised of conduits

134

and

135

dynamics (S. Das et al., 2008). A

136

wealth of knowledge on the en-

137

and sub-glacial systems can be

138

found

139

Fountain and J. Walder, (1998).

140

Despite its importance, little is

141

known

142

temporal evolution of the supra-

143

glacial

144

streams, lakes, and ponds scattered

145

over the surface of the GrIS’s

146

ablation zone every summer. Figure 2: visually shows the inadequate spatial resolution of Landsat 8 (top

147

Spaceborne remote sensing data 2m resolution) when attempting to resolve small surface features. The

148

collected by sensors such as were the small streams on the right side of the imagery. Resolving these

149

OLI

150

Imager),

channels,

impacting

ice

in the work of A. G.

about the spatial

network

and

comprised

of

panel with 30m resolution) compared to World View - 2 (bottom panel with
surface pond on the left of the imagery was not resolved with Landsat 8 nor

(Operational
ASTER

small supra-glacial features was the premise of the study which shows that
Land high-resolution imagery is needed. Both images are true color, RGB
composites constructed from bands 4-3-2 (Landsat 8) and bands
5-3-2 (World View – 2).

(Advanced
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151

Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer) and MODIS (Moderate-resolution Imaging

152

Spectroradiometer), at spatial resolutions ranging from tens of meters to hundreds of meters, have been

153

used to study the evolution of depth, extent, and volume of supraglacial lakes (A. Fitzpatrick, et al., 2014).

154

Lakes that are smaller than the spatial resolution at which remote sensing products are distributed have

155

been excluded from the analysis as well as small surface streams and rivers, as seen in the top panel of

156

figure 2. In recent years, however, high-resolution, multispectral commercial satellite data in the visible

157

and infra-red bands have been made available to the scientific community over the Polar Regions, as seen

158

in the bottom panel of figure 2 (Alan S. Belward and Jon O. Skoin, 2015). These newly accessible data

159

sets are distributed at a horizontal spatial resolutions of 1-2 meters, hence offering the opportunity to map

160

and study small lakes and streams that could not previously be resolved with non-commercial satellites

161

(e.g., LANDSAT or TERRA,) (L. C. Smith et al., 2015). Commercial images are acquired on demand,

162

with the temporal resolution varying from year to year and by region. Moreover, the relatively narrow

163

swath in the case of commercial sensors limits the spatial coverage. However, over the past years the

164

number of acquisitions over the Polar Regions, and Greenland in general, has been increasing. This offers

165

the possibility of investigating potential applications of commercial imagery to support studies aiming at

166

the spatial and temporal characterization of streams and small lakes at unprecedented spatial resolution.

167

In this study, I focus on studying the intra- and inter-seasonal variability of both surface streams and

168

lakes over an area in west Greenland where multiple images were acquired during the melting seasons of

169

2013 and 2014. In particular, I identified one image acquired from Quickbird – 2 sensor and six images

170

acquired by the Worldview – 2 sensor that could be useful for our goal. Classification and rasterizatio n

171

tools were applied to the commercial imagery in conjunction with multispectral bathymetry techniques to

172

extract location and depth of surface water bodies over our study area. The study area is located in the

173

Qaasuitsup division, southwest Greenland, centered at 67.963º N, -49.201º W, with the top and bottom
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corner coordinates being, respectively, 67.919º N, -49.390º W and 68.009º N and -49.010º W. This region

175

of interest (ROI) was selected based on two reasons: first, because it represents the area where the images

176

acquired by the sensor for the dates mentioned above overlap and second, because the west GrIS is known

177

to be experiencing mass loss through melting (Tedesco et al., 2014) and dynamic processes (Jason E Box

178

et al. 2006) (R. S. W. Van de Wal et al., 2008).

179

4

180

4.1

Data and Methods

181

Study Area
The area studied is located on the western Greenland ice sheet in the Qaasuitsup division of

182

Greenland. Specifically, the area between the

183

towns of Kangerlussuaq and Ilulissat with

184

approximate

185

67.964N, -49.202W. This locale is prone to

186

have large amounts of surface water which

187

was a deciding factor in the areas selection as

188

well as our research driving question.

centroid

coordinates

of

189
190

4.2

191

4.2.1

Imagery Information
Imagery Acquisition

Figure 3: shows the location of the study area on the western
Greenland ice sheet through two, progressively increasing,
zoom boxes. (Images were taken from Google Earth ® and

USGS Earth Explorer)

192

Satellite data was obtained through the Polar Geospatial Center (PGC, http://pgc.umn.ed u),

193

University of Minnesota. Imagery was 4 and 8 band Worldview – 2 multispectral imagery as well as a 4

194

band multispectral Quickbird - 2 imagery. All imagery retrieved was orthorectified and atmospherica lly
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corrected by the PGC. All imagery was distributed as digital numbers (DN) and was converted into top of

196

the

197

http://www.digitalglobe.com/sites/default/files/Radiometric_Use_of_WorldView-2_Imagery%20(1).pdf.

198

The one, and only, applicable Quickbird - 2 tile was taken on 10 June, 2012 and has a catalog ID of

199

101001000F887400. Six Worldview – 2 imagery tiles were chosen for analysis with four being taken in

200

2013 and two being taken in 2014. The dates of the 2013 tiles were 14 July, 23 July, 8 August, and 22

201

August with respective catalog ID’s of 10300100245B5000, 1030010024768100, 1030010026287300,

202

and 10300100261ADB00. The dates of the 2014 tiles were 21 June and 11 July with respective catalog

203

ID’s of 10300100335B0300 and 10300100329BEC00. All imagery was received, and worked on, in the

204

Plane Coordinate System (PCS) and Spatial Reference (SR) of Polar Stereographic. The datum utilized

205

was the WGS (World Geodetic System) 1984.

atmosphere

(TOA)

reflectance

following

the

approach

reported

in

206
207

4.2.2 World View – 2 and Quickbird – 2 Information

208

Worldview – 2 (WV2) images have a spatial resolution of about 2 meters. WV2 was launched on

209

October 8th , 2009 and has been acquiring on-demand data in 8 different spectral bands, both in the visible

210

and near-infrared regions. The imaging instrument onboard is the BOB (Ball Optical Bench). In this study,

211

I specifically use band 2 (Blue, 450 – 510 nm), band 3 (Green, 510 – 580 nm), and band 5 (Red, 630-690

212

nm) for the 8 band imagery. The 4 band imagery uses the same wavelengths for the Red, Blue, and Green

213

bands but labels them band 1, 2, and 3 opposed to bands 2, 3, and 5. More information on WV2 and its

214

applications

215

Band_Applications_Whitepaper.pdf.

can be found

at http://satimagingcorp.s3.amazonaws.com/site/pdf/WorldView-2_8-

216
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Quickbird – 2 (QB2) images have a spatial resolution of about 2.4 meters. QB2 was launched on

218

October, 18th , 2001 and was acquiring imagery up until December 17 th , 2014. The imager onboard is the

219

BGIS 2000 (Ball Global Imaging System). QB2 collected imagery in both the visible and near-infrared

220

regions in which I specifically use band 1 (Blue, 430 – 545 nm),

221

band 3 (Red, 590 – 710 nm). Early this year, on January 27th , 2015, QB2’s orbit decayed and re-entered

222

Earth’s

223

https://www.digitalglobe.com/sites/default/files/QuickBird-DS-QB-Prod.pdf.

atmosphere.

More detailed

information

on

the

band 2 (Green, 466 – 620 nm), and

QB2 satellite

can be found

at

224

A summative comparison of the band ranges for both satellites sensors is shown in figure 4 below.

225

The WV2 sensor displays higher band range coverage than the QB2 sensor. The band numbers are labeled

226

with numbers 1 through 8 and are plotted against wavelength.

Figure 4: depicts a summative comparison of the band ranges for both satellites’ sensors. The WV2 sensor displays higher band range
coverage than the QB2 sensor. The band numbers are labeled with numbers 1 through 8 and are plotted against wavelength. Comparison
is adopted from http://earthzine.org/2011/06/27/very-high-spatial-resolution-imagery-for-urban-applications/ which is supported by
the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers).

227
228
229
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230

4.3

231

4.3.1

Imagery Processing
Defining Region of Interest (ROI)

232

All

233

assessment

234

was performed in ArcGIS

235

v10.1®. The imagery area

236

that was analyzed was chosen

237

based on the area of overlay

238

by all tiles obtained from the

239

PGC. The overlay area of all

240

tiles, or Region of Interest

241

(ROI), was determined by a

242

reclassification

243

Analyst

244

Reclassify). The class limits were “0 – No Data” for class 1 and “1 – 255” for class 2. This was done to

245

determine the data extent per tile and trim off the unnecessary “no data” extent surrounding each image.

246

The results of the 2nd class for each tile were then intersected (Analysis Tools  Overlay  Intersect) to

247

arrive at the extent where all tiles had data. This intersected extent, determined from the overlay of those

248

areas that were present in all acquired images, had an approximate area of 164 km2 and a bounding box

249

limit of 67.91895 N to 68.00901 N and -49.39002 W to -49.01099 W. This is respectively the bottom, top,

250

left, and right extent of the intersected area. Any data outside this area was not assessed. The intersected

251

shapefile output area was then converted to a raster (Conversion Tools To Raster  Polygon to Raster)

252

so that it may be used as a mask. This mask extent will be referred to as the ROI.



analysis

and

described

here

(Spatial
Reclass



Figure 5: shows the full extent of the true color imagery tiles utilized in
analysis. Each sub-set image has the acquisition date above the tile and the
abbreviation for the satellite it was taken from on the lower left. The red
rectangle on each image denotes the ROI boundary for each image.
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253

4.3.2 Creating NDWI_ice Products

254

Band Math was performed on each multispectral imagery tile’s to create the NDWI_ice products

255

(Spatial Analyst Tools  Map Algebra  Raster Calculator). For each pixel within each image, an

256

NDWI_ice value was derived following (K. Yang et al., 2013). The exact expression entered into the raster

257

calculator in ArcGIS® was… Float (“Blue Band” – “Red Band”) / Float (“Blue Band” + “Red Band”) =

258

NDWI_ice, but a cleaner view of the same equation can be written as:

259
260

NDWI_ice = (

(𝐵−𝑅)
(𝐵+𝑅)

)

Eq. 1

261
262

Due to the spectral dependency of water reflectance, those areas with deeper water will result in pixels

263

with higher NDWI_ice values, and vice versa (M. Tedesco, 2015).

264

4.3.3 Deriving Supra-Glacial Hydrology Masks

265

I began creating the supra-glacial water masks for each image by extracting the ROI from the full tile

266

NDWI_ice fields. All full tile raster NDWI_ice images were clipped using the extract by mask tool

267

(Spatial Analyst Tools  Extraction  Extract by Mask) with the mask being the ROI as defined above.

268

The extracted NDWI_ice ROI product for each month was then reclassified using the reclassify tool

269

(Spatial Analyst Tools  Reclass  Reclassify). The reclassification was done following the “Jenks”

270

Method which determines and sorts NDWI_ice values into different classes. The classes are created based

271

upon the minimization between each class’s average deviation from the class mean while simultaneo us ly

272

maximizing each class’s deviation from the mean of the other classes. In short, this method reduces the

273

variance within a class and maximizes the difference between classes (J. Chen et al., 2013).
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The reclassification was set to have 2 classes with one threshold dividing them; one water class

275

(wanted) and one ice (unwanted) class. This threshold number that the Jenks method yielded was then

276

slightly altered no more than a value of ± .03. This modification was done in order to retrieve the highest

277

supra-glacial stream network delineation without “washing out” the derived classification with noise from

278

the surface of the ice sheet. Primarily, noise was from materials with reflectance peaks similar to that of

279

water (e.g., dirty snow, dust, slush, cryoconite, etc.) (I. G. M. Wientjes and J. Oerlemans, 2010). The

280

thresholds, after adjustment, were .07, .10, .14, .15, .07, .14, and .15 for all analyzed months

281

chronologically listed from 2012-2014. The result was a binary raster, for each image, with all pixels

282

above the threshold being considered the preliminary water mask for each month.

283
284

4.3.4 Morphological Operations

285

Morphological operations were performed on the resultant binary classification map of each month’s

286

preliminary water mask using the ArcSCAN© extension imbedded within the ArcGIS® software. In

287

particular, I applied the operators of “dilation” and “erosion”, in that order (the overall operation is also

288

known as a “closing”). This combination of operators was applied to “fill in”, or close, any close gaps

289

between the water mask class pixels while simultaneously not being destructive the boundary shape of the

290

streams. The summative closing operation was performed at a .5 pixel distance. After morphing was

291

complete, disconnected pixels (noise) were removed using a logical search query of deleting any pixel

292

grouping of 30 or less. This was done to reduce manual intervention by the operator, similar to other

293

approaches (L. C. Smith et al., 2015). However, our pixel grouping limit was lower in order to include

294

smaller, more transient features and may be considered less stringent than other methods. The outcome,

295

after morphing and noise removal, was a cleaner water mask for every month as well as a clearer, more
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296

visible stream delineation. I do acknowledge that both cases of manual- or automatic-based approaches

297

have advantages and disadvantages but our intention is to reduce, at the minimum, the impact of manual

298

intervention on data so that methods could be applied to other areas and results among different studies

299

could be compared. Still, any large or noticeable slush areas were manually deleted via the visual

300

comparison of the binary mask and RGB images.

301

The remaining binary delineation was then saved as the “FULL” for each month. Once final FULL

302

maps of lakes and streams was produced, an alternative map was created for each available date in which

303

all lakes were excluded. Any obvious lakes (at a 1:40,000 scale) were manually removed from the

304

alternative map. Obvious lakes, viewed at the specified scale, were determined to be ~ 6,000 m2 . Due to

305

the wide variance in the shapes and boundaries of supra-glacial lakes, manual removal of lakes were found

306

to be more accurate that current automated methods (Amber A. Leeson et al., 2013). This alternative map

307

was called the STREAMS map and was produced to focus only on streams and rivers and to quantify their

308

spatio-temporal evolution.

309

This resulted in two derived binary classifications for each month’s ROI. These versions were

310

identical except for the presence of lakes and were labeled “FULL” and “STREAMS”. The “wanted”

311

(water) class for both the “FULL” and “STREAMS” maps for each month was then extracted (Spatial

312

Analyst  Extraction  Extract by Attribute) into a single class raster map with all pixels having a value

313

of “1”. These extracted raster outputs were the final derived water masks. In sum, after following all steps

314

described, each month has the following derived delineations:

315

1). A “FULL” raster mask with the lakes + streams.

316

2). A “STREAMS” raster mask with only streams.
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317

These single class masks were then used to extract the actual NDWI_ice pixel values from each

318

respective months NDWI_ice ROI product. These newly extracted NDWI_ice raster masks, which

319

contained actual NDWI_ice values opposed to the value of “1” from the reclassification, were then

320

converted into point shapefile data. This was done by utilizing the raster to point tool (Conversion Tools

321

From Raster  Raster to Point). The resultant point shapefile data for each month’s ROI was then

322

converted from shapefiles to a MATLAB® (2014a) readable ASCII file (Spatial Analyst  Utilities 

323

Export Feature Attributes to ASCII). These files were created with a comma delimiter and were the final

324

NDWI_ice outputs used in the synthesis of figures.

325
326

4.3.5 Water Depth Approximation

327

Once the supra-glacial hydrology masks were created for each image, I calculated of depth (d) of the

328

lakes and streams identified. For this purpose, I used the following formula (L. C. Smith et al., 2015).

329

Band Math was performed on each multispectral imagery tile to create the water depth products (Spatial

330

Analyst Tools  Map Algebra  Raster Calculator). The expression entered into the raster calculator

331

was:

332

𝑑 = 0.895 − 4.33𝑋 + 23𝑋 2

333

334

335

Eq.2

Where:
𝐵

𝑋 = ln( )
𝐺

Eq. 3
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336

Blue and Green bands were bands 1 and 2 in the 4 band World View - 2 and Quickbird - 2 imagery

337

and bands 2 and 3 in the 8-band World View - 2 imagery. The raster depth product values in each month

338

were extracted using each months’ respective derived “FULL ROI” and “STREAMS ROI” masks and

339

then converted to ASCII data as described at the end of the previous section (5.3.4). These files were

340

created with a comma delimiter and were the final depth outputs used in the synthesis of graphs.

341

Though the coefficients in Eq. 2 were computed for a different region, Eq.2 has been recently

342

applied to other regions than the one where the coefficients were computed and it has shown to provide

343

satisfactory results (PNAS, Pope and Tedesco, in progress).

344

Moreover, because I am mostly interested in the intra-seasonal and inter-seasonal variability of

345

lakes and streams, I am not interested in the absolute estimates of depths but rather in the relative change

346

within and between melt seasons. For each acquisition, the total stored water volume and water depth

347

across the basin were computed for both the lakes + streams and as well as the alterative streams map.

348
349

4.4

350

4.4.1 DEM Acquisition, Mosaicking and Clipping

DEM (Digital Elevation Model)

351

In order to extract depth per stream order, I utilized a stereographic DEM (Digital Elevatio n

352

Model). Stereographic DEM’s are constructed using imagery pairs. The DEM that was used was

353

constructed from WV2 imagery pairs with acquisition dates of 10/28/2011 and 03/22/2013. The DEM was

354

constructed, and distributed by, the Polar Geospatial Center (PGC, http://pgc.umn.edu), University of

355

Minnesota. The method the PGC followed in DEM generation was the Surface Extraction with TIN-based

356

Search-space Minimization, or (SETSM). This method was desired because it is specifically designed to
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357

extract elevation data from sub-meter, or high-resolution, imagery over terrain with snow and ice present.

358

More

359

http://www.pgc.umn.edu/system/files/SETSM_Product_Sheet_v1.1.pdf

information

for

the

SETSM

DEM

products

and

applications

can

be found

at

360

The freely downloadable DEM products are available in 2m and 10 meter outputs and can be found

361

at http://www.pgc.umn.edu/elevation/stereo/setsm. I chose the 2m product due to the fact that this spatial

362

resolution more closely matched that of the multispectral imagery. These products are divided up into

363

100km x 100km main tiles with these main tiles further divided into 20km x 20km sub-tiles. The ROI

364

landed in the 16_39 main tile and on the boundary of the sub-tiles of 5_1 and 5_2. These two sub-tiles

365

were downloaded and mosaicked, or stitched, together to become a single, seamless product in which the

366

ROI fell (Data Management  Raster  Raster Dataset  Mosaic). The now seamless DEM product

367

was then clipped (Spatial Analyst Tools  Extraction  Extract by Mask) to the ROI extent, which was

368

previously described in section 5.3.1.

369
370

4.4.2

Stream and Watershed Construction

371

Once mosaicked and clipped to the ROI, the DEM yielded the ice surface topography from which the

372

streams and watersheds were to be generated. The first step in the hydrological model in ArcGIS® was to

373

identify and fill any “sinks”. Sinks are present in all elevation models and can be defined as an area (or

374

pixel) that does not drain into anywhere; therefore, they cannot be present during hydrological analysis.

375

The standard sink elimination procedure begins by determining the flow direction per pixel (Spatial

376

Analyst Tools  Hydrology  Flow Direction) and to identify which pixels were sinks (Spatial Analyst

377

Tools  Hydrology  Sink). Any pixels that displayed an endless processing loop, or drainage loop,
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378

were considered sinks and were then filled (Spatial Analyst Tools  Hydrology  Fill) to produce a

379

contiguous DEM within the ROI upon which the streams and watersheds were to be built.

380

The second step was to re-define the flow direction of the DEM without the presence of sinks.

381

The flow direction assigns each pixel a coded value for flow

382

direction based upon its neighbors. The values that can be

383

assigned each represent a different direction and are 1, 2, 4, 8,

384

16, 32, 64, and 128. Each value corresponds to one of the 8

385

possible directions the water can flow out of any given pixel.

386

This is the standardized method in hydrological routing

387

for digitized elevation models and is considered the

388

“D8” method (Mariza. C. Costa-Cabral and Stephen J.

389

Burges, 1994).

Figure 6: shows the flow direction routing coding for the D8
method. The example shows a respective "upward", or
northward, flow which deems a value of 64. Credit for the
representation of the D8 method was found at
http://courses.washington.edu/gis250/lessons/hydrology/.

390

Once a flow direction was determined, the third and fourth step was to arrive at a flow accumulatio n

391

and apply a conditional statement to the accumulation. Flow accumulation figures the number of cells

392

flowing into each individual cell (Spatial Analyst Tools  Hydrology  Flow Accumulation) and the

393

conditional statement (Spatial Analyst Tools Conditional  Con) determines the minimum number of

394

pixels “flowing” into pixel “a” in order for pixel “a” to be delineated as a stream. This minimum area

395

required is termed “the threshold area of surface runoff” (I. Voianu, 1985). In terrestrial environme nts,

396

foliage and soil, among other materials, act to make the threshold area larger. However, on an ice sheet

397

such as Greenland’s, the icy surface topography allows for runoff to reach streams quickly; this, in turn,

398

reduces the necessary size of the threshold area. The applied “threshold area of surface runoff “ statement

399

was a relatively small 13,000 pixels, or an area of about .1 km2 , which returned streams created from

400

pixels that had a minimum of 13,000 pixels “flowing” into them. The area threshold considered is
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401

respectively small in comparison to DEM stream validation studies (A. Azizian and A. Shokooki, 2014)

402

and was chosen so that even the most minor feeder tributaries, if water was present, were included in the

403

analysis.

404

The fifth step in this hydrological process was to create nodes at the confluence, or connection points,

405

of streams. This was done by using the stream link tool (Spatial Analyst Tools  Hydrology  Stream

406

Link). Connecting the stream segments is important for when the stream orders are determined. At this

407

point, the streams are delineated polylines and are connected with nodes.

408

The sixth step was to sort the delineated surface water into respective stream orders. There are two

409

common methods that numerically define the branching complexity of a stream network. These methods

410

are known as the Horton-Strahler (or Strahler) number (A.N. Strahler, 1964) and the Shreve number (R.

411

L. Shreve, 1966). The former method increases a stream order only when streams of the same order meet.

412

Essentially, it is based upon the number of upstream same stream order confluence points present in the

413

network. The latter method determines stream orders in a more additive fashion. Stream orders increase

414

when streams meet regardless of whether or not they are the same order. This is considered more of a

415

measure of stream magnitude, but is still considered a stream order methodology. The Strahler method

416

was applied (Spatial Analyst Tools  Hydrology  Stream Order) because obtaining the stream order of

417

the stream network was more desired than the magnitude of the streams and due to the fact that the Strahler

418

Order method is more widely used and accepted by the hydrological community. The result, after

419

processing, is a polyline output of delineated surface water based on surface topography with each stream

420

segment coded with a value representing its hierarchical position in the stream network.

421

The seventh step was to generate watersheds. Watersheds were created (Spatial Analyst Tools 

422

Hydrology  Watershed) and then converted into non-simplified polygons (Conversion Tools  From
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423

Raster  Raster to Polygon). Out of the ROI area, which was approximately 164 km2 , about 163 km2

424

were found to be watersheds. The small area, ~ 1km2 , left out is due to those watersheds outlet areas being

425

beyond the ROI boundaries.

426

The final step before the polylines could be used in calculations of stream attributes was buffering.

427

All delineated streams were buffered (Analysis Tools  Proximity  Buffer) two different distances of

428

3 and 10 meters in order to capture the depth of the stream along its center-line. This buffer acted to catch

429

more stream pixels that needed to be assessed opposed to the polyline stream output alone. The 3 meter

430

buffer was chosen over the 10 meter buffer based upon 2 reasons. First, extracted depths more closely

431

resembled expected terrestrial hydrology relationships between stream orders (e.g., lower stream orders

432

being shallower than higher stream orders). Second, based upon the temporal resolution of the DEM, I did

433

not want to stray far from the artificially determined centerline of the streams. With these reasons, the 3

434

meter buffer was chosen to extract depth data and the resultant figures can be seen in section 5.2.

435
436

4.4.3

Inferring Hydrological Attributes

437

With delineated streams and a basin area, there were several hydrological attributes of interest. These

438

variables were Drainage Density (Dd), the Bifurcation Ratio (Rb), and mean depth and volume per stream

439

order. Drainage density and the bifurcation ratio are reported here but the mean depth and volume per

440

stream order is shown in figures 9 and 11 (section 6.2). Aside from the points of interest mentioned above,

441

the overall drainage patterns observed within the basin were noted. Surface drainage patterns observed

442

were primarily dendritic but parallel and radial drainage was also present.

443

Drainage density is a measure of how efficiently an area is drained. Dd can be computed by divid ing

444

the length of stream features within a basin by the area of the basin. The basin area was previously found
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445

to be about 163 km2 so in order to determine a Dd, total stream length was needed. To obtain this, each

446

stream segments length was summed using the calculate geometry and statistics functions within the

447

attribute table. The average derived Dd was determined to be 3.78 km/km2 and was comparable to other

448

studies (L. C. Smith et al., 2015).

449

The Bifurcation Ratio is a measure of how concentrated the water is in a basin. Rb can be computed

450

by dividing the number of streams in an order by the number of streams in the order above it. When Rb is

451

low, in terrestrial, non-ice based approaches, chances for flooding is high because the water is concentrated

452

in fewer streams. When Rb is high, chances for flooding is low due to the water being more evenly spread

453

throughout the streams that are present. The typical terrestrial range for Rb is from 3 – 5; the average

454

derived Rb, which was found to be 2.42, determines that the stored water on the ice sheet is well spread

455

throughout the many streams that are present during the melt season.

456

The STREAMS mask yielded the average depth within the masks but not the average depth per stream

457

order. With the buffered stream lines determined, mean stream order depth was extracted using the

458

buffered lines as a mask (Spatial Analyst Tools  Extraction  Extract by Mask). Depth pixels coincident

459

with the buffered stream lines were extracted and sorted according to stream order. The extracted stream

460

order depth was then constructed into figures and tables.

461
462
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463

5

464

5.1

Results and Discussion
Challenges in Identifying Streams on the Ice Sheet

465

The resultant tables and figures display the differences at the intra- and inter-seasonal timescales.

466

However, fully extracting accurate hydrology masks on the ice sheet is inherently difficult. The

467

differentiation between surface water and slush, water going under ice/snow bridges, and floating ice are

468

the three main challenges that should be addressed in delineating surface water on the ice sheet via remote

469

sensing reflectance data.

470

First, surface water and snow can produce similar reflectance curves when the snow is saturated

471

with water. Although slush is slowly transporting water through percolation, it is not running water and

472

was thusly removed because it was not the aim of this study. Second, supra-glacial water is occasionally

473

observed going below the ice surface (en-glacial), or under an ice/snow bridge, and then re-emerging as

474

surface water. A good example this occurrence was identified in the August 22, 2013 image nearby the

475

large lake on the bottom right. This suggestion is based upon a comparison of the RGB true color imagery

476

and the water masks. Third, some surface waters display no water, “unwanted” class, classification within

477

the perimeter of the water mask. Morphological operations were applied to close any small gaps in the

478

masks but if the gaps were too large, they were not closed. Even combined with RGB composite image

479

inspection, it remains unclear as to whether the ice is floating on the water or if the ice is a sort of an ice

480

“island”. If it is the latter, then the volume calculations will be more accurate opposed to if the ice is

481

actually just floating on the water. If floating ice in supra-glacial water is present, then the empty mask

482

locations should be taken into account for surface area and volume calculations.

483

The remote sensing portion of the methods is not the only section with inherent sources of error.

484

In order to use a hydrological surface water routing model, the sinks must be filled to have a continuo us
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485

slope. This forces runoff to first fill topographic depressions prior to flowing downhill. This is more

486

important when deriving discharge rates opposed to volume estimates but it should still be stated that

487

surface runoff on the ice sheet does not follow the assumptions used in terrestrial hydrological modeling.

488

The presence of moulins and incised channels allow for unexpected draining and routing direction of the

489

water to outlet points. Still, with these known inaccuracies, DEM’s still prove useful in determining small

490

surface water features, among many other applications, especially at high-resolutions.

491

5.2

Quantitative Results

492

Both the lakes + streams and the alternative streams map depth data was plotted in 14 subplots in

493

MATLAB® (R2014a). The 2012 graphs (far left) show a relatively higher number of cases of deep water.

494

When comparing the case when only streams are considered (top row) it can observed that the majority

495

of deep (> 5m) water bodies are associated with lakes (M. Tedesco and N. Steiner, 2011). However, the

Figure 7: shows depth distribution for only streams (top row) and the lakes + streams (bottom row). For
visualization purposes, the y-axis showing the number of occurrences is plotted in logarithmic scale. The blue,
red, and black lines are respectively considered shallow, moderate, and deep water for each of the subplots
shown.
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496

fact that the image was acquired during an exceptional melting season must be noted (S. V. Nghiem. et

497

al., 2012). The presence of deep water bodies is likely associated with the time of the acquisition during

498

the melting season, when lakes are filling and the en-glacial system is still not supporting the release of

499

water from the surface. Unfortunately, as mentioned above, multispectral imagery is only available for the

500

2012 season and was not captured for 2013 or 2014. Therefore, to observe the evolution of the water

501

bodies with high-resolution multispectral imagery, for that particular season, is not possible.

502

The analysis of the histograms for the 2013 season indicates that the maximum number of pixels with

503

moderate water depth occurs on July 14 (red line), followed by July 23 and august 8. This is consistent

504

with the draining of the lakes along the melting season and with the development of an efficient drainage

505

system that allows the outflow of water there contained. Interestingly, the number of occurrences with

506

shallow water increases between July 14 and July 23, remaining relatively stable until august 22. After

507

this date, the number of pixels with shallow water collapses.

508

The histograms of the areas including only streams (top plot) indicate also that the number of deeper

509

streams increases after July 14 (pointed out by the decay of the histogram curve after reaching the peak).

510

On August 22, the depth and area of the streams is considerably reduced and a few shallow lakes remain

511

(suggested by the second peak in the histogram of the plot containing both lakes and streams, blue line

512

top plot).

513

Depth for both maps was then used, along with mask area, to derive a supra-glacial water volume per

514

acquired imagery tile. Total water volume, surface area of the mask, and the volume spread evenly of the

515

entire basin area are reported in table 1.

516
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517
518

Table 1: shows the obtained total volumes, mask areas, and the average depth over the ROI basin in the
case of both lakes and streams or only the streams for all available images.
Date of Imagery
Total Volume Sum
Surface Area of Mask
Mean Depth Spread
6
3
6
2
10 *m
10 *m
over Basin (cm)
Lakes +
Only
Lakes +
Only
Lakes +
Only
Streams
streams
Streams
streams
streams
streams
10 June, 2012
21.34
5.20
14.29
7.15
13.11
3.20
14 July, 2013
9.84
1.86
7.38
2.38
6.05
1.14
23 July, 2013
11.12
5.32
9.73
6.49
6.84
3.27
8 August, 2013
8.23
4.60
7.44
5.14
5.06
2.83
22 August, 2013
1.69
0.98
2.23
1.27
1.04
0.61
21 June, 2014
14.22
4.17
13.25
5.79
8.84
2.57
11 July, 2014
9.01
1.49
6.49
1.78
5.54
0.92

519
520

For 2013, the total volume in the case of both lakes + streams remains relatively constant, ranging

521

between 8.23*106 m3 and 11.2*106 m3 and reduces to 1.69*106 m3 in late August. The peak of lake

522

volumes is generally reached around June for this area (A. V. Sundal et al., 2015) but unfortunately no

523

data for the month of June is available for our region of interest from commercial satellites.

524

When considering only streams, the total volume increases from 1.86*106 m3 to .98*106 m3 (and

525

consequently the total volume of lakes decreases from about 8 to ~ 1). During July the lakes tend to either

526

quickly drain or slowly out spill, and hence their total volume decreases. Over the same period, the volume

527

of streams increases because of their larger area, increasing from 2.38*106 m2 to 6.49*106 m2 (with the

528

lakes area reducing from ~ 5 to ~ 3). On August 8, 2013 both areas and total volume for streams and lakes

529

reduce, very likely due to the combination of reduced meltwater production during the last part of the

530

summer seasons and the drainage systems becoming more developed which allows efficient evacuation

531

of surface water off, and into, the ice sheet (D. M. Chandler et al., 2015), (L. C. Andrews et al., 2014).

532

Lastly on August 22, 2013 the total volume and areas become negligible, in view of the negligib le

533

presence of meltwater production and the fully mature and efficient en- and sub-glacial hydrologica l

534

systems, as seen in other glaciological studies (Robert G. Bingham et al., 2005). As similarly suspected in
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535

2013, the total volume of streams in 2014 decrease from June 21 (4.17*106 m3 ) to July (1.49*106 m3 ),

536

where the total volume of lakes is also reduced from ~ 10 to ~ 8. Interestingly, the surface areas of both

537

lakes and streams decrease between the two dates in 2014 indicating shallower lakes but deeper streams.

Figure 8: shows the total found volumes within each mask for 2013 and 2014. This is a graphic representation
to more easily convey the data in columns one and two in table 1.
538

With the total depth and volume of water in the alternative streams only map identified, I desired to

539

further investigate the intra- and inter- seasonal change per stream order. This was done by using the

540

stereographic derived stream orders and extracting any depth values that matched when overlaid. The total

541

depth changes per stream order can be seen in figure 9. The mean stream depth was observed to be the

542

highest during late July and early August for orders 1 through 4. However, 5th order streams showed

543

highest mean depth early in the melt season and steadily decrease thereafter.
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Figure 10: shows the mean depth extracted from the STREAMS depth map returns. Depths values were
extracted using the DEM derived stream delineations which were buffered a distance of 3 meters.
544

The overall stream length per stream order, which was used in the calculation of Dd, is shown in

545

figure 10. The cumulative length in kilometers for stream orders 1 through 5 were approximately 431,

546

101, 47, 29, and 7. The distribution of supra-

547

glacial streams is heavily weighted towards

548

the smaller, more transient stream orders.

549

However, the higher stream order rivers are

550

shown to have a greater depth than the lower

551

order streams, as observed in figure 9. The

552

higher order rivers were expected to also

553

yield a greater stored water volume on the

Figure 9: shows the stream order length in comparison to the
cumulative stream length delineated from the SETSM DEM.
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554

ice sheet but the results contradict this expectation. What is actually observed is that the smaller stream

555

orders, specifically stream order 1, contain the highest stored surface water within a melt season.

556

This is presumably do to the cumulatively larger length and area of the lower, headwater streams.

557

Although the higher order rivers have a deeper average mean per meter than the lower order streams, there

558

is ~ 59% more 1st order streams than 5th order rivers. This results in the 5 th order rivers having a higher

559

volume per meter, due to the depth, but 1 st order streams having a higher volume sum, due to the overall

560

length distribution. The water volume sum significantly reduces in late August because of the lessened

561

surface melt water production on the ice sheet (D. M. Chandler et al., 2015), (L. C. Andrews et al., 2014)

562

(Robert G. Bingham et al., 2005).

563

Figure 11: shows the intra-seasonal volume sum per stream order. Peak stored surface water is
estimated to be during late July – early August.

564
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565
566

6

Conclusion
Identifying

and inferring

intra-

and inter-seasonal supra-glacial

streams variability

using

567

commercially available, high-resolution satellite data is possible and cutting edge. In combining band

568

math algorithms, based on spectral reflectance curves, and a stereographic digital elevation model, to

569

generate a hydrological water routing model, specific changes within streams were detected using

570

ArcGIS®. The stream parameters that were identified using the ArcHydro© model (e.g., drainage density,

571

bifurcation ratio) were found to be consistent with terrestrial, non-ice topography based rivers. The mean

572

stream depth and volume was observed to be the highest during late July and early August for orders 1

573

through 4. However, 5th order streams showed highest mean depth and volume early in the melt season

574

and steadily decrease thereafter.

575

With volume estimates on intra-seasonal timescales within a melt season, surface mass balance

576

models can more accurately predict the net budget of mass on the ice sheet. This study attempts to close

577

the knowledge gap that exists on how supra-glacial streams evolve throughout a melt season and year to

578

year. Due to the scarce number of studies done on supra-glacial streams, this may be considered

579

explorative research that can open up the door to more developed and accurate methods. The resultant

580

data, although generated from sparse temporal resolution, effectively shows the depth and volume change

581

on the ice sheet. The accuracy of future work will undoubtedly increase with the higher frequency of

582

imagery acquisition. A more complete story of the supra-glacial hydrology will develop over time in

583

correlation with the ever-increasing number of earth observing satellites. Using this method, the accuracy

584

and precision of volume estimates will benefit from the higher spatial and temporal resolution of advanced

585

satellite sensors continually acquiring multispectral imagery.
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Future research involves extending the study using the newer, and even higher-resolution satellite

588

World View – 3, to assess stored water in other regions on the ice sheet to understand further implicatio ns

589

for water budget.
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Appendix
Appendix A

Appendix A: shows an example of an entire World View - 2 multispectral image. The image’s
acquisition date was August 8th , 2013 and is shown as a true color image with bands 3-2-1 as RGB.
Large supra-glacial lakes are clearly seen in the image as well extensively stretching, dark wavy
surface features. These features are known as the dark bands and are present on the ice sheet during
the melt season.
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Appendix B

Appendix B: shows the entire August 8th , 2013 World View -2 Image once processed with the NDWI_ice
algorithm. For more information on the NDWI_ice algorithm, refer to section 4.3.2. The supra-glacial
water in the NDWI_ice product is seen as higher white values while the surface (mainly ice) is seen as
lower gray values. The “deepest” water value for the ratio is observed to be .8.
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Appendix C

Appendix C: is displaying the entire August 8th , 2013 World View -2 Image once processed with the
Depth algorithm. For more information on the Depth algorithm, refer to section 4.3.5. The supraglacial water in the Depth product is seen as higher white values while the surface (mainly ice) is
seen as lower gray values. The range of depth, as estimated for August 8 th , 2013, was a minimum of
~ .7 meters and a maximum of ~ 15.5 meters.
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Appendix D

Appendix D: shows the distribution of NDWI_ice values for the four acquired images in 2013. The xaxis represents the resultant NDWI_ice value derived from the algorithm and the y-axis displays the
frequency. The data was binned into 255 bins. The top panel shows the lakes + streams mask returns
while the bottom panel displays the streams only mask returns. When the lakes are removed, it is
clearly seen that the higher NDWI_ice values are significantly reduced.
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Appendix E
Date of Imagery

10 June, 2012
14 July, 2013
23 July, 2013
8 August, 2013
22 August, 2013
21 June, 2014
11 July, 2014
730
731

Mean NDWI_ice
Lakes +
Streams
.292
.345
.263
.237
.116
.323
.406

Only
streams
.111
.166
.162
.161
.105
.197
.221

Mean Water Depth per
Mask Pixel [m]
Lakes +
Only
Streams
Streams
1.49
0.72
1.33
0.78
1.14
0.82
1.11
0.89
0.75
0.77
1.07
0.72
1.39
0.84

Mean Volume per
Mask Pixel m3
Lakes +
Only
Streams
streams
10.88
5.30
4.99
2.92
4.52
3.24
4.01
3.24
3.24
3.32
4.03
2.71
6.32
3.83

Appendix E is a table representing additional data determined during analysis. The table shows the
average NDWI_ice, average water depth per pixel, and the average volume per pixel.
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Appendix F

Appendix F: shows the stereographic DEM that was utilized in the hydrological analysis. The DEM
was constructed from World View - 2 imagery pairs with acquisition dates of 10/28/2011 and
03/22/2013. The method applied in the construction was the SETSM method. For more information on
this method, refer to section 4.4.1. Sub-figure 2 shows the elevation map in 2D while sub-figure 3
represents the elevation in a 3D fashion. A heat color map was applied to more easily discern the
elevation change.
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Appendix G

Appendix G: displays the artificially delineated streams based on the topography extracted from the
stereographic DEM. The streams are divided up into respective stream orders and are shaded and
sized accordingly. The extracted depth values for the lakes + streams water mask from June 10 th , 2012
are overlaid on top of the stream delineations.
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Appendix H

Appendix H: shows an example of the intra-seasonal evolution that can occur within streams on the
ice sheet. All 2013 images are shown in the figure with a separate zoom box displaying a specific
portion of the observed stream. The water determined in each image is reclassified to 4 classes with
each classes respective depths being shown in the legend.
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Appendix I

Appendix I: shows the inter-seasonal stream evolution that can occur on the ice sheet. The left panel
(July 14, 2013) shows a supra-glacial stream during the melt season in 2013 while the right panel (July
11th , 2014) shows the same location in the following year. The stream is observed to “switch off” and
a new stream is generated. The previous streams location is still identifiable and is seen in the right
panel as the newer, whiter ice. It cannot be completed confirmed that the old stream does not have
water running under the ice. There are still sections of the stream that have water visible but it is
unclear whether the water is running or standing.
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